Litigation Support Software Comparison Chart
Litigation support software is designed to aid lawyers in the process of litigation, and generally includes databases for organizing, searching, and reviewing discovery material including deposition transcripts, produced documents, and correspondence. The comparison
chart below includes information on features of several brands of litigation support software. As vendors may offer other packages, please check each vendor's website for additional details and contact information. The information in this chart originates from the
vendors, is not a comprehensive review of litigation support software, and does not constitute endorsements of any kind.
Product name General description/overview

Target firm size range/Minimum #
of licenses/Product Pricing

CaseLogistix enables legal teams to
review, analyze, and produce digital
evidence.

CaseLogistix

-Available on your desktop, on your
network, or on the Web
-Designed for early case review
through complex litigation
-Combines a simple, configurable
user interface and comprehensive
review capabilities
-Unicode compliant and is able to
recognize all foreign language
character sets
-Other Anacomp Litigation Support
Services include Hosted
CaseLogistix, Preservation,
Collection, Processing, and
Production Services

Product name General description/overview

CaseLogistix:
AMLaw100 to smaller boutique
litigation firms, Fortune 500 to
medium-size corporations
No minimum number of licenses.
Contact Anacomp for quote at
Sales: (877)285-3883
Email: sales @anacomp.com

Target firm size range/Minimum #
of licenses/Product Pricing  

Technical Support

Compatible file types
and processing

CaseLogistix:
Review single and multipage images such as
TIFFs, “near-native”
CaseLogistix:
formats (e.g. PDF and
Different price plans,
HTML), or documents in
ranging from business
original, unaltered
hours, 24*7 support, to
native format (e.g.
dedicated on-site
email, Web/XML, MS
support, and dedicated
Word, Excel,
project management
PowerPoint, and even
voice and video).
-Quick Start Program
offers fixed price
“TIFFING” conversion
service programs
can be skipped until the
designed to quickly
end of the discovery
help begin a software
process, and only then
platform deployment
as needed to format
project.
documents that are
relevant and required for
Contact Anacomp for
production. This true
Quote at
Native review capability
Sales: (877)285-3883
allows reviewers to
Email: sales
review hidden context in
@anacomp.com
formulas, notes, and
track changes, therefore
increases review
accuracy.

Technical Support

Compatible file types
and processing

Viewing, annotating, and organization

Presentation features

Concordance
(also with
information on
Concordance
Image and
Concordance
FYI)
)

Concordance
allows you to search, review,
organize, produce and share
litigation documents - scanned
paper, depositions, email and other
e-discovery-generated
during discovery.

Concordance:
All sizes.
No minimum number of licenses.
To receive a quote, please
contact
concordancesales@lexisnexis.com
or contact a Discovery Services
Specialist today at 800-421-TEXT.

Concordance:
Technical support is
included with current
subscription or
maintenance plans

(See: Concordance
FAQ)

Viewing, annotating, and organization

Presentation features

....................... .......................................................... .............................

Operating System
compatibility and networking
Concordance:

Concordance:
Users can tag and annotate
documents. The user interface is based
Concordance Image:
on the Microsoft Outlook paradigm.
With the CPL scripting language clients
-Magnify and highlight trial
are able to customize how they use the
exhibits on-screen
product.
-Maximize screen viewing with
Presentation mode
Concordance Image:
-Access Barcoded images
Quickly retrieve and view images side-Easily send TIFF images to
by-side with the document text in a
Sanction II
Concordance database with
Concordance Image
(See: Concordance tour)
(http://law.lexisnexis.com/concordanceimage/features)

Concordance Image:
-Recognizes a large
number of image
formats, (See:
Concordance Image
information )

Table continued on the next page...

Searching and language
support

Caselogistix:
-Search options: The
document text search can be
configured with a variety of
options including Stemming (ing, -ed), Fuzzy Search,
synonym, Boolean, and
Phonic Searching
CaseLogistix:
-Persisted search hit
CaseLogistix On-premise is
compatible with Windows XP highlighting: Users have the
ability to import a word list and
CaseLogistix:
CaseLogistix On-Demand or CaseLogistix will highlight the
key terms within the database,
-Outlook-like interface
hosted CaseLogistix is
-IntelliFolders(TM) automatically
available online through web even as you review the
CaseLogistix:
documents. Supports multiple
categorize documents by custodians,
browsers
“Send-to-Casemap”
highlight colors to differentiate
dates, and or other criteria in a
integration for evidence
CaseLogistix may be deployed your key term categories.
hierarchical ‘tree’
organization pulls facts,
in variety of architecture, from -Multilingual/Unicode support:
-Customized Workflow for multiple
issues, and documents of any a single-server/ laptop
CaseLogistix is fully Unicode
reviewers and custom reporting
cases from CaseLogistix and deployment, up to multi-tier
supporting, allowing global
-Configurable UI
sends them to CaseMap.
multi-server
deployment.
review of any documents.
-Drag and drop major transcript file
Allows users to produce
Allows display of translated
formats such as .TRN, .ASCII, and
reports, lists and motions for Roll out can be directly
and original documents side.PTF and they are converted on the fly
summary judgment.
through desktop via Citrix,
by-side. Searching can be
for redacting, annotating, etc.
and/ or via the web.
done in English as well as
-Auditing capabilities based on its SQL
foreign characters, with
structure, changes to records are
Anacomp also offers
search hit highlighting. Out-oftracked, etc.
CaseLogistix as an onthe-box desktop localization
premise and/or on-demand
for US, UK, English, Spanish,
platform.
and Serbo-Croatian further
enhances global review of
documents.
-Advanced search: Users can
create unlimited searches with
multiple criteria. These
searches can be named so
they can be performed again
or modified later.

Concordance:
Native files are
supported; any
delimited text load file
can be uploaded.
-Email: Microsoft
Outlook. Third party
conversion utilities
available for Outlook
Express, Lotus cc:Mail
and Notes from
Microsoft.
-Adobe Acrobat: Import
and link to PDF files
-Popular Windows
applications: import and
link to Microsoft Word,
Excel, PowerPoint,
Lotus 123, and
WordPerfect
-Web: HTML and XML

Operating System
compatibility and networking

...................................... ....................................... .................................................
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Concordance 2007
Requirements
-Microsoft® Windows®
2000/XP
Professional/Windows 2003
Server

Searching and language
support

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions

Database:
CaseLogistix On-premise
requires SQL Server
Videos, demos, tour/free trial
versions:
Flash Demo
Request a Live Demo
For free evaluation of the
software, contact Anacomp at
Sales: (877) 285-3883
Email:
sales@anacomp.com

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions
Concordance:
There is no need to download
an external database for
Concordance. Concordance
uses an internal database
engine that is included with
the software.

-.5 terabyte capacity per
database with unlimited
database creation
-Search 128 databases
simultaneously, over 4 billion
Concordance:
(See: Concordance FAQ )
Boolean, fuzzy, wild card and records at one time
relational searches. Unicode -Handles over 33 million
Concordance can be run on a
records per database
support including special
desktop or a server. Any
-Allows 250 customizable
processing for Arabic text
server class machine with
fields per record
(Kashida).
Windows 2003 Server is
sufficient to run Concordance
(See: Concordance tour)
on a network. Concordance
FYI: "Real-time sharing and
Videos, demos, tour/free trial
collaboration via the Internet
versions:
Concordance® FYI™
Webinars
technology allows you to
access your case data
Concordance tour
anytime and anywhere."
(See:Concordance Features)
Download a
free, 30-day trial of
Also see Hosted Concordance
Concordance 2007
FYI
Concordance Image
-Microsoft® Windows®
98/2000/NT/XP

................................................. ................................................. ................................................. .................................................

Product name General description/overview

Target firm size range/Minimum # of
licenses/Product Pricing

EDGE:
All sizes.
No minimum number of licenses.
The EDGE is an online document
review platform used by corporations
and law firms to review electronic
data, flag document relevancy, and
prepare for document production. It
EDGE
covers the processing, review,
(ILS
analysis, and production phases of the
Technologies)
EDRM (Electronic Discovery
Reference Model) (See
http://www.edrm.net) . EDGE is an ESI
hosting and document management
database system.

Billing method. No contract required.
Media Extraction
Tape $600
Hard Drive $350
CD/DVD $10
FTP $125
Data Processing
Price: $350 per GB
EDD HOSTING
$55 per GB per month
Tiff Images (only) $45 per GB per
month
Output Phase
Price: Per page to create TIF $0.04
per Page
Other services available

Technical Support

Compatible file types
and processing

Viewing, annotating, and
organization

Presentation features

Edge:
-Create folders to organize or
group certain documents and
auto split a document
population into folders
-Designate tags to a
document with just a click and
even apply tags to multiple
documents simitaneously
(limited by users rights.)
-Display and search foreign
EDGE:
documents
ILS can process most
known file types that are -Group and filter documents
with and perform both simplex
not proprietary.
EDGE supports native and complex searching
parameters.
files and scanned
-View an HTML rendering of
images, and supports
EDGE:
the native files or open the
and processes
Technical Support is
native in it's original
many of the
available 24 hours for
application.
standard/common file
N/A
the EDGE software.
-TIFF ON DEMAND feature
types such as:
There is no technical
enables the user to view the
.txt, .doc, .wpd, .msg,
support charge or
.htm, .csv, .pst, .zip, .tif, tiff version of a native file and
contract for this service.
perform redactions and
.jpg, .gif, .bmp, .ppt,
anotations.
.pdf, .ps, .png, .html,
-Supports identification,
.wri, .rar, .xml, .wmf,
.pps, .log, .dwg, .bmp, analysis, and categorization of
near-duplicates utilizing the
.bat, .asc, .ans, .mpp,
.wk1,.wk3, .wk4, .wks, optional Equivio near.wq1, .xls, .xlr, .xlt, .xlw duplicate identification engine
or Engenium engine.
-Identifies and groups emails
and their attachments into
readily analyzable hierarchies.

Operating System
compatibility and networking

EDGE:
All OS that can support
Microsoft Windows Explorer
EDGE software is hosted by
ILS Technologies. No
additional servers are
required.

Searching and language
support

EDGE searches support
word proximity searches –
one word within so many
words of another word.
EDGE supports recursive
searching – applying new
search terms to the
result set generated by
previous search terms.
In addition, EDGE supports:
-Full Boolean Searching
-Concept searching
-Clustering
-Wildcard Searches
-Oracle based conceptualy
searching
-Unicode Support
-Foreign Language Support

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions

EDGE software has it's own
database. No addtional
database support
is required. No other licenses
other than licensing to use
EDGE is required.
Videos, demos, tour/free trial
versions:
Demos are done live
or via WebEx. Contact
sales@ilstech.com
to schedule a
deomonstration.
Free trial:
N/A

-Automatically generate a list
of underlying concepts for any
given set of documents.
-Features concept searching
and clustering.
Product name General description/overview

iCONECTnXT delivers database
technology to meet growing ediscovery requirements, Unicode
compatibility to tackle the international
market, and advanced native file and
email review tools to streamline
iCONECTnXT
workflow and save costs.
iCONECTnXT has a proven track
record with over 12 billion pages
hosted worldwide and is used by 83
Am Law 100 firms, Fortune 500
companies and government agencies.

Target firm size range/Minimum # of
licenses/Product Pricing  

Available as an in-house system or as
a hosted solution through iCONECT's
worldwide network of Application
Service Providers (ASPs).

Technical Support

Compatible file types
and processing

iCONECTnXT supports
industry standard load
iCONECTnXT
files including .dat, .csv,
iCONECTnXT is used by firms with 5
provides in-house live
and delimited text files.,
to 1000+ users and hosting providers
technical support 24/7
Also supports EDRM
of all sizes.
as well as a support
XML and iCONECT XM
website and online
No limit to data capacity. Please
load files from leading
ticketing system.
contact iCONECT for a price quote
scanning, imaging, e(info@iconect.com).
discovery applications.

Viewing, annotating, and
organization

iCONECTnXT:View and
annotate images and native
files using embedded viewers
and TIFF-on-the-Fly. Features
for organizing documents
include: pre-review concept
searching and clustering to
group related documents;
color-coded and multi-level
folders to visually organize
documents; and automatic
foldering based on review
designation or status.

Presentation features

iCONECTnXT Seamlessly
integrates relevant documents
in iCONECTnXT and transfers
that data to existing trial
presentation tools such as
CaseMap, TrialDirector, and
Sanction II.

Operating System
compatibility and networking

Searching and language
support

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions

iCONECTnXT supports
Windows 2000, XP, and Vista.
iCONECTnXT is fully scalable.
Multiple web and data servers
can be integrated into the
same system to increase user
and storage capacity.

iCONECTnXT search
options include: phonetic,
stem, and fuzzy searching;
find Empty/Not Empty fields;
search specific fields,
folders, date ranges, and/or
Bates Numbers; proximity
searching; and concept
searching (requires Content
Analyst). Also save,
combine, and rerun
searches.
iCONECTnXT supports
250+ Unicode-based
languages
(e.g., Chinese, Arabic,
Russian, Korean) with
ability to import, search,
report, and export
multilingual data. In
addition, folder names, field
names and image paths
can be in Unicode to
support non-English
reviewers.

iCONECTnXT database
platform options include SQL
Server, Oracle, or embedded
database technology. See
www.iconect.com for videos,
demos, and to request a free
trial.
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Product name General description/overview

Target firm size range/Minimum # of
licenses/Product Pricing

ImageDepot:
All sizes.

ImageDepot

ImageDepot is an on-demand, webbased litigation support software as a
No minimum number of licenses.
service (Saas) suite delivered over the
Internet that supports litigation
No purchase of any license required.
document hosting and first pass native
review for electronic discovery.
Pricing is based on a per gigabyte
rate of data hosted.

Product name General description/overview

IPRO
eReview

IPRO eReview is an easy to use,
online web-based document review
tool that allows a jumpstart on review
and analysis of the evidence.
eReview’s integration with eCapture,
IPRO’s electronic processing software,
minimizes the need for data migration
to and from electronic discovery
applications. eReview’s TIFF on-thefly feature, eliminates the need for
additional passes for redactions
resulting in the reduction of review
time and costs.
Also see:
iPublish Viewer
IPRO Copy+
IPRO Suite
IPRO eCapture
IPRO eScan-IT

Target firm size range/Minimum # of
licenses/Product Pricing  

IPRO eReview:
All sizes.

Technical Support

Compatible file types
and processing

Viewing, annotating, and
organization

ImageDepot:
Technical support is
included in purchase of
service. Support is
available directly
through ImageDepot
via live chat, email, and
toll free telephone and
also through local
resellers of
ImageDepot.

ImageDepot supports
TIFF or native format.
ESI processing to TIFF
required prior to loading
into ImageDepot
databases. There is no
limit as to the types of
files that can be
uploaded.

ImageDepot: Customers have
the ability to view in TIFF or
native format. Customers can
also "tag" and categorize
documents, customize fields
N/A
and metadata for review, and
annotate documents.
Annotated documents can be
viewed/printed/downloaded
with or without annotations.

Technical Support

Compatible file types
and processing

Viewing, annotating, and
organization

Presentation features

Operating System
compatibility and networking

ImageDepot requires both
Internet connection and
Windows. ImageDepot is
designed to run with Windows
XP or greater and Internet
Explorer 5 or greater.
Networking: N/A

Operating System
compatibility and networking

Searching and language
support

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions
ImageDepot:
Data is securely hosted by
ImageDepot. No external
software or licenses are
required to host a database for
the Customer.

ImageDepot:
Searching is possible
through keyword, OCR
(optical character
recognition), and metadata
View a demo of ImageDepot.
fields. Boolean operators
are accepted.
To request a free 30-day
demo database, contact
sales@trialgraphic.com.
Searching and language
support

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions

IPRO eReview Web Server
Software
- Windows Server 2003 R2
Standard x64 Edition
- IIS Server Enabled
- NET 3.5 Framework /
(Available via download from
Microsoft’s Website)

IPRO Tech Support
hours are listed below:
Days: Monday - Friday
Hours Available: 5:00
a.m. - 1:00 a.m. MST
Fall to Spring
5:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
PDT Spring to Fall

IPRO eReview:
Data must be processed
and imported into
Pricing:
eReview via IPRO’s
$12,000 for license and then
eCapture processing
$195/year subscription for concurrent
tool. Native files
user; Offered also on a Software as a If a customer needs to
supported by Stellent
contact support after
Service (SaaS) platform through
and HTML previews are
regular business hours,
IPRO with prices starting at $1,000
available.
it is done via email or
one time DB/Site setup fee,
$40/user/month for concurrent user, by leaving a voicemail;
and an on-call support
and $20/GB/month for storage.
representatives will
contact the customer.
No minimum number of licenses.

Presentation features

IPRO eReview:
Tiff-on-the-fly for redactions is
N/A
available with the standard
redaction and annotation
features.

IPRO eReview SQL Server
Software
- Windows Server 2003 R2
Standard x64 Edition
- NET 3.5 Framework /
(Available via download from
IPRO eReview:
Microsoft’s Website)
Keyword, Unicode, foreign
- SQL Server 2005 (Licensing
language
Models ? Either Server plus
device CALs OR Per
Processor License)
(See: Microsoft Licensing )

IPRO eReview:
Depending on environment
and configurations, pricing
may vary.
Demonstrations and
evaluations in the SaaS
environment can be provided
by contacting
sales@iprocorp.com

Web-based application is also
offered as a SaaS by IPRO.
- End-user machines require
Internet Explorer.
Networking:
IPRO eReview:
Depending on environment
and configurations, pricing
may vary.

Product name General description/overview

Lexbe

Lexbe is a web-based litigation
support and document management
application. Document management
features include full-text indexed
search, automatic optical character
recognition (OCR) of PDF files,
document sorting, retrieval and
repository, native file review, metadata
analysis, document coding and off-line
access. Case analysis features include
fact and issue analysis, case
calendaring, tracking of case
participants, deposition analysis, case
research, fact tracking and dynamic
chronology/timeline generation.
Litigation production tools include
relevancy and privilege coding, Bates
stamping, and automatic privilege log
generation.

Target firm size range/Minimum # of
licenses/Product Pricing  

Lexbe:
All sizes
The Base Plan includes 2 users, 1GB
of shared storage, and costs
$99/month.

Technical Support

Lexbe:
The Law Firm Plan includes 10 users, Support and training
10GB of shared storage, and costs
are included at no
$249/month.
additional charge.
Under either plan, additional user
licenses are available for $50/month
and additional storage is available for
$15/GB. See: Pricing info

Compatible file types
and processing

Viewing, annotating, and
organization

Lexbe is web-based and
contains an integrated
document viewer inside a
Lexbe:
browse window. PDF
Any document or video
documents are shown in the
file type can be added.
familiar Acrobat reader.
Over 100 text-based
files types are indexed
Each document can be
for search, including
annotated with dozens of
PDF, Word, Excel,
fields including descriptions,
WordPerfect, Outlook
notes and case facts. Facts
and other email formats.
and issues are tracked
Graphics files like JPG,
through a dynamic
TIFF, PNG, and BMP
chronology/timeline
are supported and
generation.
viewable within Lexbe.
Native file review is
Depositions, transcripts and
supported.
other documents can be
summarized within Lexbe.
See: file support
information
Customizable reports can be
downloaded to Word,
WordPerfect or Excel.

Presentation features

Operating System
compatibility and networking

Searching and language
support

Indexed search includes full
text from documents,
document metadata and
associated database
Lexbe:
descriptions. Search options
Documents, images and video
include partial word match,
Lexbe is online/SaaS based
can be linked to outlines of
exact phrase match, fuzzy
and will work with any
facts. Files can be exported to
search (tolerant of OCR
operating system and a
the desktop and linked to an
current web browser, including errors), concept search and
automatically-generated
Boolean search. Search
Windows, Mac and Linux.
spreadsheet that includes
engine returns hits
document name, Bates
Lexbe is web-based so no
highlighted with surrounding
number and other metadata. local servers or software are
text. Unicode and foreign
All documents can be
needed.
languages are partially
searched, annotated and
supported for search,
organized on the fly.
indexing and viewing.
See: Unicode support
information

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions

Lexbe is completely webbased, no client-side
database or software is
needed, other than a current
web browser.
Clients can also download and
maintain a local version of
documents, files and
information as part of a
briefcase function.
5-minute overview of Lexbe
Web-demo
Fully functional 30-day free
trial
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Product name General description/overview

Target firm size range/Minimum # of
licenses/Product Pricing
MasterFile:
Solo, small and medium sized firms
and workgroups in large firms
handling specific cases or projects.
No minimum number of licenses.

MasterFile

MasterFile is an affordable, three-inone litigation support, case analysis
and document management solution
for solo/small/medium sized firms.

Single user: $395. 5-user packs:
$995.
Lotus Domino databse license, per
user: $129. See info on required
technical support/maintenance plans
and required Lotus Domino database
licenses.
MasterFile Hosted Services: from $59
per user per month, minimum 2 users,
annual contract required. No software
costs. Setup fee of $75 per user. 2GB
case storage per user included,
aggregated per organization.
Additional storage from $2/GB.
MasterFile Hosted Services provides
identical operation and functionality
online or offline, with full access to
cases, their documents, case analysis
and document management, just like
using MasterFile in house on your
own desktop and server.
(See: MasterFile Hosted information)

Product name General description/overview
Nextpoint's SaaS platform consists of
three integrated, secure, Cloud-based
products for managing ESI from
complaint through verdict--Discovery
Cloud, Trial Cloud and Preservation
Cloud.

Nextpoint

Target firm size range/Minimum # of
licenses/Product Pricing  

Technical Support

Compatible file types
and processing

Viewing, annotating, and organization

MasterFile:
Unique views automatically keep all
MasterFile:
evidence sorted and categorized for
Any file type can be
ready reference -- by date, author, issue,
stored within MasterFile or document type, etc. Pinpoint any
including Native formats document in two or three mouse clicks.
like Word, WordPerfect, Documents open in their native
Excel, etc., PDF,
application or using the built-in viewer for
images such as TIFF,
most common file formats.
JPEG, etc., e-mail
(See:
MasterFile annual
formats such as MSG, http://www.masterfile.biz/qt/docs.html)
support and
Lotus Notes, etc. No
maintenance provides
conversion is necessary MasterFile's exclusive Extract
all upgrades and new
for Native review.
Repository™ lets you cull and annotate
releases and entitles
(See:Document
key evidence from transcripts, research
you to ongoing phone
and case evidence with one click and tag
Repository )
and e-mail support.
by issues, questions, reminders, etc.
Maintenance is
(See:
The MasterFile
required and costs
Evidence Cruncher add- http://www.masterfile.biz/qt/extracts.html)
$150 per user annually.
on module will convert
files such as Office to
Colour-coded case analysis and
MasterFile Hosted
PDF, OCR scanned
chronological views give you a visual risk
Services includes
images to create
assessment and show you how your
support.
searchable PDF, and
case is shaping up, issue by issue. Set
provide many other
out your argument in MasterFile and
functions including
substantiate it with the documents,
production, Bates
extracts or facts you're relying on, point
stamping, nearby point.
duplicate review, etc.
(See:
(See: Evidence
http://www.masterfile.biz/qt/facts.html)
Cruncher)
Integrates with TimeMap for
chronological charts.
Technical Support

Compatible file types
and processing

Viewing, annotating, and organization

Presentation features

Operating System
compatibility and networking

OS:
MasterFile:
Windows 2000, 2003, XP Pro,
Vista, Windows 7, Mac with
Parallels
MasterFile Domino Server:
Windows 2000, 2003 2008
MasterFile:
Server, Red Hat or SuSE
Advanced content search
Linux.
including word variants
created by suffixes, logical,
Networking:
wild card, numerical and
MasterFile Domino Server will proximity operations (for
MasterFile:
run on any existing Windows example within paragraph
“Send to Sanction” lets you send case 2000, 2003 or 2008 server,
or sentence). Fully Unicode
documents, facts, and notes, etc. to
Suse or RedHat Linux. An
compliant. Searching can
Sanction II.
extra 1GB to 2GB RAM may be in all Roman alphabets
be needed.
as well as Cyrillic, Chinese,
Lotus Notes including Domino Japanese, Korean, Arabic
Server: $129 per user.
and others.
(See: Browsing, searching,
(See: server information )
or Exploring )
MasterFile Hosted includes
Lotus Notes. No local servers
are needed.

Presentation features

Operating System
compatibility and networking

Nextpoint:
From solo practitioners to AMLAW
100 firms and everywhere in between.

Unlimited users with no monthly user
Nextpoint:
fees. No minimum or maximum data
Visit our
requirements. No set up fees.
comprehensive
With intuitive functionality and limitless
Customer Support site
storage capacity, it’s the most costNo native file processing fees. No
efficient approach for handling large
charges for OCR, image generation, that covers everything
you'll need to navigate
volumes of evidence—including
image stamping or exports. Upload
our applications.
depositions, transcripts, e-mail and
your own data for free or have
other electronically stored information Nextpoint do it (Hourly Rate applies).
E-mail anytime or call
(ESI). Manage evidence from
Nextpoint will convert any
(773) 929-4000.
processing through trial in a single,
Concordance, Summation or EDRM
integrated interface with no
xml legacy databases for free.
installations, server upgrades, or long- Hosting per GB per Month:
term contracts required.
Preservation Cloud = $1, Discovery
Cloud = $25, Trial Cloud = $25.

Nextpoint:
Documents: tif, jpg, pdf
(native and image)
Native files including
pst, doc, xls.
Depositions/Transcripts:
ascii, txt, ptf, ptx, pdf

Nextpoint:
Electronic exhibit stamping, color-coded
document tagging, electronic deposition
designations, robust data/designation
reporting options

Automatic OCRing and
indexing upon upload.

Searching and language
support

Nextpoint's Theater is a simple, web
based option to generate document
treatments. Perform callouts,
highlighting, underlining. Save, tag,
and print them. Trial presentation via
an Ethernet cable.

Searching and language
support

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions

The in-house version requires
the Lotus Notes database
designed for textual work. Any
file format can be stored within
it.
Lotus Notes including Domino
Server: $129 per user.
MasterFile Hosted includes
Lotus Notes. No local servers
are needed.
Videos, demos, tour/free trial
versions:
Quick tour
Videos
Download fully functional 30
day free trials of MasterFile,
including the MasterFile
Domino server for a multi-user
setup

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions
Nextpoint:
Check out Account
Dashboard, which allows
users to view their account
and uploaded data, and
produce customized billing
reports

Nextpoint:
Nextpoint: Browser based.
Mac/PC compatible.

Nextpoint's Advanced
Our free support site has links
Search uses boolean
operators, fuzzy & proximity to Video Tutorials, is
searchable by keywords, and
searches.
touches on all aspects of our
product suite.
30 day free trial - sign up on
our website or call (773) 9294000 for more information.

....................... .............................................................. ............................................................. ...................................... ....................................... .................................................
Table continued on the next page...
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Product name General description/overview

Target firm size range/Minimum # of
licenses/Product Pricing

Technical Support

Compatible file types
and processing

Viewing, annotating, and
organization

Presentation features

Operating System
compatibility and networking

Searching and language
support

Database information/Videos,
demos, tour/free trial versions

Summation iBlaze:
CT Summation iBlaze This software,
designed for the desktop or laptop,
helps you manage case information
such as transcripts and documents
with the benefits of full-text
imaging/PDF support, OCR on-the-fly,
electronic evidence support and
comprehensive production tools. Work
where you need to—at the office or on
the road, through a local network or
offline—simply by downloading case
CT
CT Summation iBlaze:
information to your laptop.
Summation
All sizes. Large firms with larger cases
iBlaze
All-in-One Solution: -Track, store and may want to consider Summation
organize all case materials -View any EnterpriseSummation Enterprise
scanned or electronic document with a
Also see other
single click -Enjoy immediate access No minimum number of licenses
CT
to transcripts with a live feed from the
Summation
court reporter -“Mark up” documents $2,924.00 (Volume Pricing available)
litigation
and pictures with digital pens,
May be purchased via CDW
products
highlighters and other tools -Bates
stamp, redact and segregate
documents for production -Share
materials safely with experts, cocounsel and opposing counsel -Make
documents searchable with built-in
OCR technology -“Freeze” searchable
documents for safe and secure
production.

CT Summation iBlaze:
Maintenance plans:
First year annual
maintenance plus
CT Summation iBlaze:
updates: 20% of
Native files, PDFs,
purchase price
TIFFs, etc
Knowledge Base
(requires login):

See the "Product Features" tab

-Electronic transcripts allow
you to instantly categorize,
add searchable notes and
highlight relevant text.
-Create summaries and
witness examination outlines
and compare documentary
evidence to testimony.
-iBlaze’s searching capability
allows you to instantly locate
CT Summation iBlaze:
-Fast and consistent coding of key passages and link them to
relevant documents, video
documents using caseclips, websites and case
customized Tags. Arrange
evidence.
your review screen to your
preference and choose
-Carry your entire case –
transcripts, documents,
whether to display single or
summarized document sets. outlines, chronologies – on
your laptop.
Categorize and segregate
-View synchronized video in
documents into Personal,
Group or Case-wide Folders tandem with the transcript,
search the text to locate the
and organize documents
requiring review into assigned corresponding video and
easily create video clips of
Review Sets.
persuasive testimony.
-Scanned exhibits can be
(See: iBlaze brochure)
directly linked to related
testimony, allowing convenient
one-click viewing of the
transcript passage and
referenced exhibit side by
side. Use markup tools to
emphasize important areas of
exhibits. Receive transcripts
with linked exhibits via email.

OS:
CT Summation iBlaze: Mobile:
Windows 2000 Professional,
Windows XP Professional,
Windows Vista Business
Server: Windows 2000 Server,
Windows 2003 Server
Network-Client: Windows
2000 Professional, Windows
XP Professional, Windows
Vista Business (See the
"Technical Specifications" tab)

CT Summation iBlaze: Search across all case
documents with a single
inquiry -Create broad,
simplified searches using
Quick Search features, or
use robust “Terms and
Connectors” technology for
more complex, detailed
searches. -Feel secure in
your searches of OCR text
Networking:
by drawing in potential OCR
CT Summation iBlaze: For
errors with the “Fuzzy
online/Software-as-a-Service
Search” ability. (See the
products, seeCT Summation
"Product Features" tab )
WebBlaze and CT Summation
CaseVault

Database information:
The iBlaze
database is a proprietary
file-based system that is
included with the software.
Videos, demos, tour/free trial
versions
30-day Demo
Training webinars on the
"Recorded Webinars" tab

(See: iBlaze brochure)
....................... .............................................................. ............................................................. ...................................... ....................................... ................................................. ................................................. ................................................. ............................................. .................................................
If you have any product suggestions or update requests, please e-mail them to the ABA Legal Technology Resource Center at ltrc@abanet.org.
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